Bulk Tank System

®

Spent Oil Tank (200 Litres)

SPECIFICATIONS
Model

0200M /
0200MH1EA

Opening

260 x 450mm

Capacity

200L

Height

1010mm

Weight

30kg

Width

450mm

Length

900mm

Lid Clearance H

1270mm

Features
 Available with or without heater
allowing for units to be used with hard
and soft oils
 Robust Stainless Steel design for use
in commercial kitchens
 Mobile design allowing for movement
of the vessel to meet your oil
collection requirements
Safety
 Reduces manual handing of oil for
employees
 Industrial castors for safe
transportation of oil
 Lock down lid prevents oil spills
during transportation, reducing the
likelihood of slips or falls due to
spilled oil
Savings
 Large storage volume reduces the
frequency of collection required
 Proven Labour savings
Patented low power consumption
Sanitation
 Large opening reduces the likelihood of spills
 Castors allow for the unit to be moved to allow
for cleaning and area wash down

Security
 Vessel suitable for indoor oil storage,
eliminating the need for employees to leave
the establishment to dispose of used oil
 Filter baskets are locked in place to prevent
the oil from being stolen

Procedure

 It is recommended that gloves and
non slip footwear be worn!
1. Ensure the area surrounding the tank is
clean and tidy and free of obstacles.
2. Fully open the tank lid and remove any
content that may be present in the crumb
basket.
3. When the oil is at a suitable temperature to
be safely handled, carefully pour or pump
the oil into the crumb basket.
4. Remove any crumbs from the basket when
finished and close the lid.
5. Clean any spills or rubbish on or around
the storage tank.

If the tank is equipped with a heater…
Carefully move the tank to an open area to reveal the heater power socket positioned at
the bottom of the tank. Connect a power cord to the tank heater as shown in the diagram
opposite and carefully reposition the tank back to its parked position. Plug the other end
of the power cord into a power point and turn it on.

Is the Bin full?
Call the Auscol collection service: 1800 629 476
If the tank is equipped with a heater, turn over page for further instructions.

AVOID CONTAMINATION!
Auscol is an edible oil and fat recycler - not a waste collector. Please prevent contaminants such
as detergents or any other liquids other than Spent Cooking Oils and Fats from entering the
collection tank.

